Release Date
The Documoto 2016.7 Release will be available in October 2016.

What’s New
This release introduces key changes to assemblies, allows RFQs to be processed via an
HTML5 form and fixed issues with the updated time stamp on media.

Highlights






PO/RFQ upgrade
o You can now set up a quote template to use the HTML5 order management
screen
 Manage statuses using custom status values
 Track the quote using an ID from ERP or from Documoto
 Sort your order list by type (order or quote)
o Admin changes
 Turn on HTML or Flex order and quote forms
 ERP headers can be used on the order form so those values get passed
from order management to ERP
Assemblies Upgrade
o The existing assemblies logic has been completely bypassed and replaced with a
simple indentation scheme.
 Pages with assemblies (indented BOMs) will now always publish exactly
how they look in Docustudio.
 Pages with assemblies (indented BOMs) will only affect the page being
published - no side effects on other pages.
 The Docustudio feature to create indents remains unchanged visually.
 A data migration will be performed to migrate all existing assemblies to
the new indentation scheme.
 The indention display works in both Flex and HTML5 page viewers.
o The Documoto processing instruction “Replace Assemblies” option has been
removed.
o Documoto publishing ignores the “Replace Assemblies” processing instruction.
Bug fixes and enhancements
o The focus was on improving how we timestamp media to improve exporting
capabilities
o Also fixed a few other bugs, noted in the list below

Defect Fixes and Enhancements
Type

Summary

Comments

Defect

Create Assembly
feature is
incompletely updating
books

Hotpoint links are added to items on a second page previously this was not happening

Defect

Publisher Admin
disconnected. Access
Denied Error

We no longer fix sessions to IP for authentication or
session timeout. This resolves an issue where some
users would be timed out when their proxy service
dynamically switched IPs in the middle of their
session.

Enhancement Add Language Data
Support for the Listed
Languages

We support translations for Hungarian, Finnish,
Romanian, Norwegian, Turkish, Serbian, Ukranian.
NOTE: We do not translate the UI, but allow our
customers to input translations for these languages

Epic

Improve content and
media updated date
logic

Many changes were made to ensure accurate
content and media updated dates. These were
sweeping across media, pages, parts, and
assemblies

Defect

Black screen on
library search

Fixed. The screen now loads properly

Customers can contact a sales or services
representative for additional details
related to 2016.7

